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Summary
Family business is the fundamental of most of companies in the world, but there is constant
concern of its longevity due to the complex and unique structure in the organization. If such a fundamental
element of economy encounters with disruptive discontinuation, it would impact the development of the
nation. The purpose of the study is to shed some light to the possible factors that could be positively
related to longevity of family company.
After well weighing through preceding researches on the topic of family company’s longevity, we
could identify some problems that family companies often encounter, along with the solutions often
considered. In this paper, we examine the possible factors that are necessary to prolong the longevity of
family business. The three factors that are considered crucial for the longevity in family companies, and
are studied as hypotheses in this paper are as follows:
(1) Company’s inherited value and legacy.
(2) single successor.
(3) long service employees.
For the approach, we selected eight successful family companies in Japan and in Thailand as case
studies. In order to find internal resources which these family companies have in common, we conducted
the in-depth interview and/or literature review of existing secondary sources.
From the data we collected, we used VRIO framework as a main framework to analyze their
internal resources. We found some common features that share among eight companies. Also, the
questionnaire survey of Japanese and Thai customers and employees is conducted to get the further
understanding through the aspects of nonfamily agents in family companies. From all the data put together,
the results show that hypothesis1, keeping the company’s legacy since establishment is not significant
enough to be the factor of longevity in family company. With regards to the case studies, only three family
companies stay true to the first value unwavering. Even though in both countries, customers’ point of view
indicated that keeping the company’s legacy is rather important. Hypothsis2, single successor is showed
positive in six case studies. It means that long-lived family companies choose to have single successors.
However, generally, in people’s idea, they do not have any particularly strong opinion towards working
with their own family. Finally, Hypothsis3 of long tenure as strong internal resources for longevity are
highly supported from almost all case studies, but the number of employees who are willing to work in
family companies is not significantly high.
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1.1. Family Business and Its Problem Background
Businesses are one of the fundamental organization which sustain nation’s economics. The
abolishment or instability of businesses can impact development of nation. Family business could be
considered as somewhat the fundamental state of other kinds of company existing in the economy. 70 to 90
percent of GDP throughout the world is family business. The discontinuation of family business could do
harm to nation’s economy. When mentioned Family company, by the nature of this type of ownership,
make the company complicated. There are different roles simultaneous and overlapped. One person has to
juggle between these roles and somehow make it work. Family business may be a creation of one single
man, but as family grows by the year, the company also grow into intricate stage due to the increasing
numbers of family members. From the first stage of owner to the next generation of siblings, and to the
generation of cousins, we can see that the relationship in this kind of business is thinner and thinner, hence
how to make these unique conditions payoff is interesting. Family companies face various of challenges.
Some of challenges are common with other types of ownership companies, but some are specific and
appear only in family company. Family business impacts not only employers and employees who work,
but also the family, and other parties such as suppliers or alliances.
Across the world, there are many family businesses which could not last or pass three generations.
Many companies have to close and abandon their legacy. They seem to not be able to avoid Buddenbrooks
effect which states that family business could not get through three generations. There are many myths
about family business of why it will never work. Also, there are numerous bad sayings about being a part
of family business whether as one of family members or as an employee who is not family member.
According to report from PricewaterhouseCooper in 2016 [1], 80 percent of business in Asia originated
from family business, while in the United Stated, more than forty percent of five hundred major firms is
family business. From the data, we could indicate that family business is indeed important to economics of
the nation globally. Even though family companies would play an important part in economics as a starter
or a nest to nurture business to mature state, family companies have weak point about growth. Many
family companies would encounter the limitation in growth. The survival rate of family companies from
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the first generation to second generation was only thirty percent, and dropped to twelve percent and three
percent to the third and fourth generation respectively. We could see that the data from
PricewaterhouseCoopers conforms Buddenbrooks effect that they could not survive long and will last in
third generation.
1.2. Research Question
Despite, the data from PricewaterhouseCoopers, a lot of great companies we know today could be
defined as family company or could be traced back to being family companies once before. This means
that those great companies would have some immune which general family business do not possess to help
them cross over Buddenbrooks effect and continue to flourish. This paper examines the factors that
successful family companies which have survived more than two generations both in Japan and in
Thailand have in common in the term of longevity.
1.3. Purpose of Research and Approach
The purpose of this research is to be a guideline to other family businesses to prolong their
companies in a healthy manner. They could reflect their own family companies for the better future
because not only the years that is significant to be cautious of, but also the quality of those years. The
approach will be primary by in-depth interview with CEO of Japanese and Thailand family companies to
extract their internal strength and use VRIO framework to analyze. I hope that the knowledge will be a
guideline to other family businesses all over the world.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. FAMILY BUSINESS
2.1.1 The Definition of Family Business
There are many different definitions for family company, or family business, and the definition
may vary from paper to paper. However, in this paper we will use the definition form Chua et al which
Barney J. referred to [2]. Family business is a business governed and/or managed with the intention to
shape and/or pursue the vision of the business held by a dominant coalition controlled by members of the
same family or a small number of families in a manner that is potentially sustainable across generations of
the family or families.
There are various work and theory on the longevity of a company. For family company, it could
not go without mentioning Buddenbrooks Syndrome. Buddenbrooks Syndrome or Buddenbrooks Effect is
often mentioned when talking about family companies. The theory originally came from a novel called
Buddenbrooks: The Decline of a Family by Thomas Mann. The novel is the story about wealthy merchant
family which gradually decline in wealth within four generations. Hence, Buddenbrooks effect is used to
explained the disability of a family to keep family business further than four generations [3].
Buddenbrooks effect seems to haunt family companies. The longevity of family company is the constant
concern for most of them. Family company has one distinct characteristic that made it different from other
companies. For family members, family company is something that relate to the family and they would
feel attached to it more than employees who work in general companies that they are not bond to, so the
survival of family company is the concerned issue. Many family companies could not survive the time and
remain only names, brands, or just memory of their glorious past.
After operated for some times, the company would find itself at the cross road of five possible
paths [4].
1. IPO
2. Mergers and Acquisitions
3. Business succession among family members
4. Business succession with the separation of ownership from management
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5. Closure of business
Family could let go of their ownership totally of partly in the business in order to keep business
running while the closure of business is normally the least prefer. However, in this paper, we would focus
in the companies which family possess majority of the share. The company that could survive the current
of time but loss its characteristic of family company would not be included in this study.
2.1.2. The Situation of Family Business in Japan and in Thailand
One particular country that seems to defy the third generation curse in Buddenbrooks effect much
better than any other countries is the land of the rising sun. Japan has seven out of the ten oldest companies
on the planet and also has the highest concentration of old family businesses by any measure such as GDP,
population, and landmass. However, it is not only the extreme cases of very old companies that are
surprising, the overall life expectancy of a Japanese family business is higher in general. According to
professor Toshio Goto from Japan University of Economics in Tokyo, the average lifetime of a Japanese
family business in 2006 was fifty-two years old [5].
In Japan, it seems that it is a land that family companies could be nurtured to grow and live the
long life. Japan is one of the countries that has the high number of family companies which last for more
than three generations and a lot last more than centuries. Almost as if the Buddenbrooks effect does not
fully affect here. There are large numbers of family businesses that could last over hundred years in the
different sections of industry. The oldest Japanese family company is Kongo-gumi, the construction
company from Osaka which was found in 578, more than 1400 years ago, probably the oldest family
companies in the world as well. I would like to tackle how those Japanese companies could keep operating
for such unexpectedly long time, and shed some light to the elements which those successful family
businesses have in common. On the contrary, it seems that Thailand does not have any record about the
exact number of family business. Because some families choose not to register their business into
companies. Thailand’s Ministry of Industry only stated that more than eighty percent of Thai enterprise
could be categorized as family company, and in Thai stock market, more than twenty percent is family
company. These Thai family companies transfer to the second generations and some successfully handed
down to the care of the third generation. Without the official record, regrettably we could not know for
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sure which company is the oldest family company in Thailand, or how long has it been operating. The best
statistic information we could grasp on this issue is an article from Kasikorn Bank in 2015 [6] stated that
seventy percent of Thai family firm could not pass to the second generation and ninety percent could not
reach third generation, therefor, family firms which could survive to the third generation is approximately
as little as only three to four percent. The age of family firms also decreases from fifty to sixty years old in
1990 to around twenty-four years old. Despite the insufficient data and paper about family business, we
could see that Thai economics consists of family business as a fundamental at eighty percent and the trend
of family firm’s longevity is declining.
2.1.3. Longevity of Family Company
Family companies always encounter with the judge that family company has several limitations.
Limitation in growth cause from the lack of clear separation between family’s side and business’s side in
asset, liability, or shares, the lack of clear policy in management. The system is based mainly on family
members. Also, family relationship hinders rational decision making in business. In management or
decision making of the company, there is not enough consideration on benefit of shareholders who are not
family members. Non-relatives doing business together are less able to retreat into nonbusiness roles and
more likely to handle business decisions objectively [7]. While there are quite a numbers of research that
claimed that family company is a form of ineffective type of ownership among company types, several
researchers have different opinion about family companies. They think that family companies do actually
hold competitive advantage over other-types-ownership companies.
Scholar Toshio Goto said in his research paper, Family Business and Its Longevity: Majority of
the century-old firms are family firms in Japan, the current findings challenge the general notion of the
short life span of the family firms and clearly indicate that longevity over a century is possible [5]. Family
companies tend to survive the crisis, due to its strength of commitment. During crisis, family members
could cut cost and operate more effectively since in general, they have fully controlled of the operation and
they can concentrate the resources and capital to support continuing the business even they have to exploit
themselves. Scholars stated that family companies have better performance than general companies [8]-
[12]. The existence of high levels of commitment is frequently regarded as one of the strong points or
advantages of family firms compared to non-family firms [13]. Successful and well-known brands that
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have long lived, regardless of the ownership type, always mention their history when doing marketing.
Likewise, family companies often talk about their history and firm’s values. Sometimes their
advertisement purely based on their legacy. Many claims that they hold on to certain value since the time
of the first generation. Nonetheless of what this value is, they emphasize that it is important for them and it
is beneficial for customers this way. Kapferer and Bastien talked about long surviving companies in their
work. In their cases those companies are luxury brand because they are expertise in such companies.
However, some of them in the book are family business such as Louise Vuitton, Hermes, or Hennessy. All
of which were founded more than one century ago. They insist in their value and legacy. The key
profitability is the extreme concentration of intangibles that they embody [14]. Family business that
survive through long time inherit the legacy from preceding generations, keep those value and pass it on to
the next generation. They claim that by being consistent in their principal and value offer to their precious
customers, it is what make them stand until present day. They do not compromise to anything that would
distract them to other ways [15]-[20].
Some researchers have raised the question that does family relationship in family company
sabotage the effectiveness in operation and lead to the decline of the business. Thus, it brings out the
interesting question that should we have other family members in the family company, or how should we
have them. Sibling rivalry may lead to the downfall of the business like many cases we have heard and
even mentioned several times in research paper. Mild rivalry could do good to the business, when
members want to proof their competency and skill. It will motivate siblings to put the effort for the
company and make it prosper. While intense rivalry will sabotage the creativity if siblings’ main focuses
are not for business but for themselves and they try to discredit and destroy one another. One key problem
is that the working relationship between the father and the son is not merely economic, but an emotional
one. Differences in opinions are often complicated by personal differences. In what kind of interaction that
would reduce the clash between family members. At the other extreme, instead of having many wives and
children fighting over the inheritance of a family-owned business, the major problem faced by family firms
is the lack of offspring to continue the business. According to informants, many Chinese family firms have
folded because of succession problems. As such, the family becomes fertile ground for competition and
conflict. Since the business is regarded as a family enterprise, these familial differences spill over into the
business arena [21]. Sibling rivalry not only can induce this type of stagnation, but even if intense sibling
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rivalry does not cause succession prospect stagnation, it can be organizationally destructive because it
undermines fundamental alliances among adult siblings that are critically essential in family firms
[22],[23]. From conflicts mentioned here, it creates another option which is having single successor and
actually many family companies have chosen this path. The sons of founders effectively crowd out the
ownership and control rights of other family members., Furthermore, they highlight that a founder with
lower firm-level performance, while no such correlated with lower firm-level performance [24]. There are
examples of successful family business who choose to have one single successor, and have other siblings
working away from family business or working separately. Multiple owners may not be favor here.
According to the article about company like Samsung Group, Jaspal Group, and Tatung Co., Ltd. which
have been lasting more than two generations, some have lasted more than centuries. These companies
adopt single successor policy. Despite having six siblings, Kun-Hee Lee was the key person of Samsung
and later when he becomes chairperson, his son, Jae-yong Lee is CEO and own majority of shares,
comparing to his siblings. In the same manner, Jaspal Group which has lasted for more than eighty years,
has only one successor, and having other heirs taking charge of different companies [25]-[27].
Because the long years of working means long years of experience and knowledge. There are
many research paper on long tenure employees and the productivity of organization. To be able to leverage
long tenure is desirable. Competent human resources could be categorized as intangible assets.
Some benefits of retaining employees are obvious: Companies save money by not having to recruit and
train new employees, and they maintain a high level of productivity because they do not lose time while
new employees get up to speed [28]. The econometric analysis showed that employment tenure had a
positive effect on productivity [29]. In family companies, in general, which always have family members
working in the firm, employees somehow could not get rid of the outsider feeling. To make it worse, some
family members commit power harassment in tyranny manner. Henceforth, it leads to question that does
nonfamily employee is perceived important in family company, especially long tenure one? We found the
researches that indicate that there is benefit of long tenure non family member employees in family
companies. The data show that more than half of employees in family businesses are very satisfied or
satisfied with their job security, compared with those working in nonfamily owned businesses. In addition
to this, family businesses have lower labor turnover and are doing just as well in terms of labor absence
rates, labor productivity and the quality of products or services. There are researches that talk about that as
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their tenure increased, nonfamily employees develop feelings of psychological ownership toward the
family firm and portray more stewardship behavior [30]-[36].
For an examples of family companies who have quite a numbers of long tenure employees or
admit the importance of them are Ford Motor Company, Weigel Stores Inc., Skyline Windows, and Nalli
Group. Even though Ford Motor Company is under BMW Group, Ford family owns 40 percent vote with
William Jr. Ford holds close to 11.5 percent of the nearly 71 million Class B shares. Ford’s longest tenure
employees has worked for the company for sixty-five years. Skyline Windows company who has many
employees worked more than twenty years, supports the culture of retaining employees, while Nalli Group
which has lasted for five generations explicitly stated the role of long tenure employees in succession
process [37]-[40].
For the milestone of long tenure, in this paper, we will set at at least seven years. The overall trend
of job tenure actually is decreasing even in a country like Japan which has had long-term employment
policy [41]. In 2002, the average German worker was 10.7 years with the same employer, the average
French worker was 11.3 years, the average British worker was 8.1 years, and the average American worker
was 6.6 years (1998 data). The country with the highest tenure is Greece, where the average worker stays
with the same employer for 13.2 years, followed by Japan with 12.2 years of job tenure and Italy with 12.1
years [42]. However, with the statistic in 2002 which is almost twenty years ago, the average of worker in
Europe and Japan was approximately ten years. In order to be compatible with the present day, our
milestone will be below ten years but more than five years, at seven years.
2.2. Framework
This section will explain all frameworks using in this paper. There are four frameworks which will
be elaborated as follow:
2.2.1. Three-Circle Model
The Three-Circle Model of the Family Business System by Renato Tagiuri and John Davis in
1978 is the famous model which was developed directly to explain interpersonal relationship in a family
business. Figure1 shows that in family company, there are three spheres overlapping, family, business, and
ownership. The three circles create seven areas. Each area of seven areas represent different possible types
of agents in a family company. The theory make light in identifying the players and in which is the area
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they play their roles. We could see that not only people that work in the company that matter in family
company, but there are other spheres such as non-working family members or shareholders who is not
family member. These agents could be factors that affect the existence of the company as well. Unlike
other type ownership companies, family companies are so much more complex with three simultaneous
roles. Bivalent Attributes derive directly form the overlap of family, ownership and management
memberships [7]. Figure 1 presents Three-Circle Model of the Family Business by agiuri and
Davis.
Figure 1: Three-Circle Model of the Family Business
Area 1. Family members who neither work in, nor own share in the business
2. Non family who own share of ownership
3. Non family employees and other stake holders involve in business but not in ownership
4. Family members who are passive members
5. Family members who work in the business but do not have ownership
6. Non family who work in business and have ownership
7. Family members who work in business and have ownership
source: Tagiuri and Davis, 1996 [7]
Thus, how the company’s members manage the relationship and roles which the three circles











However, the longevity is not the only thing that is important and it is not the ultimate of any
business. The healthy company has to be able to make profit and grow, just like the goal of our life, is not
simply to be alive. We will look at the family companies who are successful as the criteria. With the help
of the following framework, we would be able to understand more of their special features. With three
circle framework, we could have the whole picture of all parties that play their parts in the scope of one
family company. We could understand and foresee their basic interest and roles along with their behaviors.
2.2.2. Three Stages of Development of the Family Business
The idea was introduced in the book, Generation to Generation: Life Cycles of the Family
Business by Ivan Lansberg, John Davis, Kelin E. Gersick, and Marion McCollom Hampton, the editor is
Gersick, et al in 1997 [43].
Family business would normally follow these three stages consecutively.
Stage 1 : The owner-managed business
Most of business start from this stage by single owner, in some cases, together with his or her
spouse.
Stage 2 : The sibling partnership
If the family company is not given to only one heir, siblings would normally participate in the
business with different level of involvement.
Stage 3 : The cousin collaboration
When siblings have their own nuclear family, it gives way to the third stage, the new generation
whose relationships are cousin and cousin.
With the nature of family company, it tends to have multiple owners when the time goes by if the
family had not agreed on different terms. Family members and every agent who involve in the business are
needed to understand the mission. Family relationship of who has family company tends to get tense and
critical. The struggle to keep fairness and satisfied return of investment, is more complex in this stage. The
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family would need to enforce the unity among family members. Dr. John A. Davis emphasize the necessity
of it, if you have family members working in the business. Luckily that we could anticipate the challenges
family company might encounter, and be prepared.
2.2.3. VRIO framework
VRIO framework is used to see what strength family company hold to enable to survive for such a
long time and keep being healthy. VRIO stands for four characteristics of the significant resource that
successful company possesses. It was developed by Jay B. Barney is an American professor in 90s. From
his book, Gaining and Sustaining Competitive Advantage, he describes what is VRIO framework.
Value: Internal resources which the company possesses to generate competitive parity. This means
that value would guarantee the company to have a quality to be used to compete with rivals. Value in this
sense means that the company possesses what other rivals also possess, if not exactly same quality, it is
something comparable.
Rarity: The value which the company possesses is not sufficient for a company to survive forever,
because the sources of the value may be common for many companies in the industry. When every
company possesses this value, our company would not have particular advantage above others. The
company would be able to compete and just survive its business. However, if the company could manage
to possess value which is limited for other companies, it will obtain competitive advantage.
Imitability: The difficulty of getting competitive value will grant the company temporary
advantage, if the source of that rare value could be imitated. Thus, the imitability is one of the important
characteristic for a company to be able to hold on to its competitive advantage. Since sooner or later, our
competitors would find a way to get their hands on the source that generate the similar advantageous value
to compete with us, if the imitability is impossible or difficult, we will possess the distinctive competence
that no one has and could secure this strength of us.
Organization: Even though the company successfully manages to possess all three characteristics
above, that value will be useless, if the company could not make use of what it has. Company’s policies
allow company to utilize this competitive advantage or not is the point. If company’s procedure and
policies permit or support the use of the competitive advantage it has, only then the company can truly be
advantageous above other competitors, not for temporary, but for a long time.
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All of the four characteristics above are required for a company to have sustainable strength. It is
not easy for companies to cover all of them without missing one or some of them [2].
2.2.4. Stewardship Theory
Davis, Schoorman and Donaldson in the article called Toward a Stewardship theory of
Management, they compare between stewardship theory and agency theory. Even though the persons who
developed agency theory were originally Jensen and Meckling in 1976.
Stewardship theory is often referred to together with the agency theory. Before stewardship theory
emerged, there was one common theory about players in a company. Agency theory focuses on risk
managing between two types of player in the company, the first one is the principal, and the other is
employees which go by the term of agent. Company’s owner will become principals, once he entrusts his
capital to manager to manage the business for him. According to agency theory, an agent would seek
benefit for his own self with the leastest he would have to give away. So, in this theory, an employee chose
to work in the company because other options are not worth of the thing he bargains. Agency theory see
both parties as rational subject who try to maximize their own interest like two forces keep pulling the
benefit to their sides. Thus, to prevent any damage from the agent’s action of pursuing self-aggrandize,
principal need to establish some rules or limit resources and authority he assigns to agent to control
possible loss. We could see that to control and protect the interest of owner and shareholder, defensive
measure, both from internal source and external source, it is an expense that principal has to cover, so it
adds up to the cost of running company. However, by assuming that the interest of principal and agent are
dissimilar and sometimes conflict, agency theory is uncompleted. Stewardship theory could fill in the
missing piece of agency theory. Stewardship theory describes the motivation of agent to act according to
the interest of the organization, despite exposing to the self-aggrandize choice. This is because steward
agent realizes that the interest of themselves also lie within the interest of organization. They believe that if
they act organizational oriented, their personal interest will be satisfied as well, and in the better way than
seeking it from pure self-serving act. Steward agent would try to reach company’s objective and conform
with company’s value, they will nurture company and satisfy principal and shareholder. Steward theory
goes with good governance concept because the principal is required to entrust agents with resources and
power to manage the company on his or her behalf. The principal need to let go of their control, rigid
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frame in agency theory would be hindrance for steward agent rather than being a complementary. The
structure and company’s culture must support steward agent to be able to act freely enough. Otherwise, the
good intention of this type of agent could not be maximized. Stewardship theory is truly a merit to be
introduced on regard of family company because often than rarely that an executive or manager in family
company is one of family members whose interest much entwines with the company’s performance, thus,
they would consider to apply stewardship theory. Moreover, management team would probably prefer
employees to act as steward agent because the possible best outcome for all parties in the company roots




There are numerous myths regarding of family business whether factors which will ruin the
business or prosper the business. Hypotheses in this research are the unique characteristic found in family
companies.
In this paper, we are interested in three different factors being the key factors of longevity in
family company. The reason for choosing these three hypotheses will be explained along with each
hypothesis. Hence, this paper will study three hypotheses as follows:
3.1. H1: Keeping delivering its legacy which established since the business was founded is positively
related to the longevity of family company.
As mentioned earlier in previous chapter that successful family companies such as Louise Vuitton,
Hermes, or Hennessy tend to hold on to their their history and value. They presume that what their
preceding generation or even the first generation did is the ultimate and what they are doing is the right
thing. Family restaurants insist in serving the same kind of cuisine or apply the same cooking method with
the first generation’s, even though they have to struggle and this costs them much more, or the hotels that
still offer the same service’s style. They stay true to their value until it become their legacy which has been
passed on from generation to generation. This legacy turns to be company’s intangible asset and intangible
asset is difficult to evaluate or simplify into figures. Thus, how to measure such abstract substance like
legacy or value is controversial. Especially in luxury brands. When mention the word change, there is
always skeptical feeling and usually resistance emerges. Actually, the word change itself does not have
specific implication that it is a bad or a good thing in itself nor does it imply that the firm would move up
or move down in the market position. (Even in the market position, to be categorized in mass market does
not put company in struggling state, if it can do well.) It means only changing from the current state to the
new state. In some case, company would decide that it was for the best to move themselves to premium
market. On the contrary, in some case to move to the upper class is not a proper practice, so the firm
decided to move down to mass market. For example, it is wise or not for Uniqlo right now to change its
value by positioning itself higher as the premium brand and offer premium products. Would Customers be
satisfied if Uniqlo change its value this way? Does Uniqlo need to change its value at all? Whether to
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change the value the company offers is the important issue like in any other type of companies, not only in
family company. The difference is that in family business, sometimes the value relates deeply with the
family’s history, changing could mean abandon the family’s tradition which family members have
continued keeping from generation to generation. The reluctance is expected in most cases as family is
likely to feel attached to the family’s legacy. Moreover, often more than rarely, changing means do new
thing that one is not normally accustomed to. Company may encounter some struggles during the changing
period when they change the way they do things, abnegating the knowhow that has been gathering from
those preceding generations. Sometimes the change is small, but sometimes it can be a load of work and it
get complicated. Sometimes the company get confused of the direction it should steer to. In some cases, it
seems that the farther they go, the more they get lost in the open sea and could not find the way back to the
right track. If that happens, it is possible that the company may suffer from the lost in profit from the
unclear value. The age of family company has a reverse relationship with its performance. In other words,
young business tends to have better management than older business from the fact that the older company
had lost its way in the long term from the founder’s era [45]. Because changing can also affect customers’
trust. Usually, customers would trust in the knowhow that the company have and decide to use the
products or service. We need to understand that customers are people that seek solution for their problem.
The solution is the products and service in the market that they could afford. If the company could not
provide the solution that customers hope for, customer would immediately opt to other choices in the
market. Customers are unlikely to trust the unstable brand which change the value it offers, even though
the company does not change often. It might take some times before the company could set foot after
change and gain trust once again.
3.2. H2: One single successor is positively related to the longevity of family company.
From examples of Samsung Group, Jaspal Group, and Tatung Co., Ltd which mentioned in the
second chapter, these family companies have one main successor. Successor is the junction between
present and the future of the company. Successor poses the change to every aspect of company. In the hand
of successor who possess power, company could change tremendously. That is the reason why choosing
successor is never an easy topic. Even when the family has only one heir, there is no guarantee that this
only heir would have what it needs to become a general successor, let alone becoming the good one. In
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family company, when the business goes well and the whole family could upgrade their financial status,
they tend to aim their children to high education. With support from parents, children have more freedom
to choose their own occupation and do not need to worry about financial issue. Many children become
distant to their own family business since they devote their time to study and have other professional as
their own goal. For example, many young generations turn to occupation like doctor, engineer, or IT
officer. For family company, if it had not prepared or planned about the successor, they may find
themselves in the middle of cross road. Because it is family’s company, family members would feel
uncomfortable with the idea of non-family successor. If family could not make their flesh and blood heirs
to inherit family business, they have to seek non family successor. (Despite all the concern the cases of
son-in-law successor and trustworthy employee who has proved themselves and get trained to become
successor are abundant in reality.) As mentioned in Literature Review chapter, we could see that well-
known family companies are given to only one successors among many siblings because for family that
has more than one heir, they pose another type of problem. As family grows bigger from the entry of
spouses and a new generation, the company gains more resources and workforce to help in business.
Normally, the family would encourage family members to join and help out in business together. The
conflict in family company between family members then rise and get complicated because it has many
aspects of relationship entwine. They are not just co-workers who would meet only during working hours,
but they are family. Not only the conflict mentioned above for family that has more than one successor, the
family would eventually encounter the dilemma of choosing a successor. Some families have appointed
one certain heir as a successor from the very start and have the heir prepare for his role in the future.
Nevertheless, successor could be sensitive issue because it has emotion related. Everyone would
remember the banter among siblings about why your sister or brother got the bigger toy than you. For
business it is not just the size of the toy or the number of candy anymore. To maintain the unity in the
company, some families may choose to have only one successor, could be simply describes as “all or
nothing”. Assumed that we have only one successor, and what about other family members. Would we
have them worked in the family company still, or would they rather work in other companies that are not
related to our family company in order to avoid the conflict and confusion and, to promote the unity of the
company. If all in family accept the decision, then there should not be the problem regarding of injustice.
Other heirs may receive other forms of asset as a compensation. The feeling of unfairness could happen
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easily and it is the family members we have to deal with, so it is sure that it will not be as simple as in
ordinary company where everyone is coworker without special relationship or any dramatic story from
childhood. For family members, we tend to refrain from hurting one another, and keep harmony [46].
Like farmer’s principle that the land should not be divided to each of heir, but had better be giving
to only one heir. For the land, it is rational not to divide it because it would be ineffective to do agriculture
and if the land will be divided every generation, the heir will be left with not enough space to harvest at all.
However, the company, may not share exactly the same nature like agriculture’s, but to have only one
successor is one of the option. Thus, it leads to the question and our second hypothesis that should family
business not be divided among heirs, but should be given to one single successor.
3.3 H3: Human resources (employees) is positively related to the longevity of family company.
In the literature review part, we have already covered that many studies pay attention to long
service employees and some successful family companies in the world namely Ford Moteor Company,
Weigel Stores Inc, or Nalli Group care for their long service employees and determine to retain them.
There are some differences between family companies and other types of companies. There is the question
about employees who work in company for long period of time whether they are valuable asset or
unwanted liabilities. It implies that sometimes long tenure employees could become a burden to a company
for their increasing salary base and aging which means that company has to pay more but receive less
performance. The friction in family company does not exist among family members solely as we can see
from three-circle model, friction between family members and non-family employees is worth studying.
The friction between family members who work and non-family employees is different from the friction
between employees in other type of company. Because in general, employees hold the similar status in the
company, if we do not put the different in position and rank into account here. Moreover, family members
have strong influence in the company, the friction may be omitted or may not be solved and it could hinder
performance in the long term. In family company, employees often feel the sense of outsider or it is even
family members that perceive employees and treat them as such. The commitment of non-family
employees is mentioned widely. According to some articles, family business has problem to get the hand
on good human resources. However, SMEs face challenges in attracting skilled employees as they find it
hard to match the salaries and career development opportunities available in larger firms and negatively
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affect the ability of single-owned firms to innovate. (Deng, Hofman, &Newman. 2012) Non-family
member employees may have concern about their career path since they realize that the top position in the
company would of course be preserved for family members solely. That would make talented person
reluctant to join family company at the first place and seek new companies with other type of ownership.
Sometimes, non-family member manager would be perceived as only babysitter and act temporary in place
of lineage successor. So the family will train that trust worthy manager while waiting for the heirs to be
ready to take the position of managers or successors. CEO or management related position are tended to be
preserved for family members. This raises the question of how does family company motivate and retain
its valuable non-family member employees, or does that mean that employees do not play any significant
role in family company at the end of the day?
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CHAPTER 4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter will explain the methodology using to conduct the research.
4.1. Case Study Company
In order to verify the hypotheses, we studied four Japanese family companies and four Thai family
companies. The size of selected companies is middle size. We tried to avoid big companies because in
general, with its large scale, big company’s system is complicated, hence the analyze will be complex from
various agents involving in the business. These eight family companies are considered successful
companies and are accepted widely. Some companies go global or well known in the country. As we study
the longevity of family company, the important criteria is that these eight companies have to be at least in
second generation.
Japanese family companies are as follow:
i. Toraya Confectionary Co., Ltd.
The name Toraya speaks for the company itself. The company has been accepted for its finery for
more than six hundred years. Originally, exclusive for daimyo, right now Toraya is still hold the image of
fine confectionery in customers’ mind. Toraya even introduced itself in Paris, Europe, even it has not gone
global completely, Toraya is the great example of successful family company with the long history at 17th
generation.
ii. Albion Co., Ltd.
Albion is well known among Japanese women. It is a cosmetic company which sell only in Japan,
despite that fact, it does not hinder Albion from being popular among tourists. Albion may not have that
long history, but it is one of the highly regarded cosmetic company in competitive market of Japan.
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iii. Daiichi Orimono Co., Ltd.
Not many would be familiar with the name Daiichi Orimono as Daiichi Orimono is a business to
business textile manufacturing company, located in Fukui prefecture. Daiichi Orimono acts as a supplier
for high density fabric for other famous companies. The current CEO is just the second generation, but the
company’ age is sixty years old and Daiichi Orimono’s clients are those world class luxury brands such as
Prada, and Salvatore Ferragamo. These facts make Daiichi Orimono the interesting family company.
iv. Shoyeido Incense Co., Ltd.
Like Toraya for the origin is in Kyoto, Shoyeido was found in 1705, more than three hundred
years ago. Shoyeido is an expert in incense which is the item that people are not accustomed to in this era.
All the more reason to study what make Shoyeido survive for so long.
Thai family companies are as follow:
v. Italthai Group
Italthai is the largest family company in this paper. It is a conglomerate company with six sub
companies in hospitality industry and construction industry. One of the hotel under Italthai group, Oriental
Mandarin hotel is the best five star hotel in Thailand and is well known to the world. Currently the third
generation is taking care of the company.
vi. Srichand Saha Osot Co., Ltd.
Srichand Saha Osot is a Thai cosmetic company which has eighty years old history. It is an
interesting case study of family business. Srichand Saha Osot was once in crisis of disappearing from the
market. The brand was fading from young customers’ perception, lesser and lesser people know the brand.
However, Srichand Saha Osot could turn the new leaf before it was too late. Today, it can grow, earn
profit again, it is working on setting its foot in global market and enter stock market.
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vii. Lhao Lhao restaurant
Lhao Lhao is a Chinese cuisine restaurant in Bangkok which is famous among Thai people for a
long time. Lhao Lhao may be the youngest family company in the paper, but its age is still considered long,
comparing to general Thai family companies.
viii. Kalapapreuk restaurant
Kalapapreuk is a Thai cuisine restaurant in Bangkok. Kalapapreuk serves authentic home-made
Thai cuisine. Currently, they have three branches with catering service. The restaurant is taken care by the
third generation who claims to keep the taste and cooking procedure of the first generation. The restaurant
is well-known wildly even among foreigners.




In this section, we will enumerate all the methodologies used in this paper. Five methodologies
will be used in total in data collection and one methodology of data analysis
4.2.1. Literature Review
First, we gathered related media which mentioned the case study companies. The media were in
various forms: book, online article, and clip video. Because we could not have an interview with every
case study company, literature review is convenience and help avoid the redundant questions that had been
answered before in other existing works when conduct interview.
4.2.2. In-Depth Interview
In-depth interviews were conducted for three Japanese family companies and two Thai family
companies. All interviewees are current CEOs who are family members who have worked for more than
five years in the companies. That means that they understand companies very well in terms of value,
succession’s policy, and company’s resources, and are able to provide other necessary information which
we needed to verify our hypotheses.
From both literature review and in-depth interview, we tried to extract the strength of these eight case
study companies using VRIO framework.
4.2.3. Company Visit
Upon visiting the companies or stores, we could understand the companies clearer. We visited one
Japanese company headquarter, two Thai company headquarters at the time of in depth interview. We
could see the atmosphere of the workplace during working time and even talked briefly with some
employees. In those cases, we could observe employees, and see how they were during work and how they
perform their jobs. For the store visit, we visited stores of three Japanese companies (as for Daiichi
Orimono, it does not have store for customer.) and stores all Thai companies in the case by walking in as a
normal customer. This way we were able to receive the real service and observe sales person while their
work. We believe that the value that companies hold on to, will be reflected in the companies and in stores.
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4.2.4. Product and Service Test
To get the first-hand experience of what they offer their customers, we tried products and service
from every company to match their claims with their products, including for Daiichi Orimono which is a
business to business company, even though for a brief period.
4.2.5. VRIO Analysis
As mentioned in Chapter2, regarding of the framework used in this paper work, VRIO framework
will be used to identify internal strength of case study companies. We will be able to find what internal
resources they have in common.
4.2.6. Questionnaire Survey
Questionnaire survey was used to seek customers’ point of view towards family companies. The
respondents answered the Questionnaire survey with the mindset of customers. We would like to
understand more in customers’ perception, if the brand changes its value, would customer accept and have
positive feedback because customers’ perception would affect buying decision and companies’ revenue. If
current customer base thinks new value unpleasant discord with what they seek from the brand, they would
seek new brand that could satisfy their expectation. Likewise, the company may be able to find new
customer base and pose itself in new position on the market. Even though some of respondents actually
work or have their family owned companies, also, we asked respondents to answer in terms of non-family
member employees because we would like to understand perspective towards working in family company
as a non-family member employee in Thailand and in Japan. Perception of employees is important as it
will reflect in their performance and their commitment to the organization. If employees hold positive
notion of family companies, the output of course would be positive as well. The important criteria of
respondents are the nation. Because we study Japanese family company and Thai family company, in order
to have the Questionnaire survey accurately reflects customer’s point of view, respondents had to be
restricted to Japanese and Thai only. The second criteria is that all respondents should have at least one
year of work experience, regardless of their age. In this paper, we do not limit age of respondent, what we
pay attention to is the ability to understand the nature of working in a company and could answer the
questions using their existing experience. 120 Japanese respondents and 120Thai respondents were asked
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to fill out twenty-one questions in their native language. The content of questions is the same between two
versions, despite the difference in language. We translated and checked the meaning to ensure that we
could get rid of the disparity in the content as much as possible and all respondents would understand the
meaning of questions in the same manner. Questionnaire survey was conducted via online application.
Respondents needed to scale the statement they saw from 1to 5, according to the likert scale. 5 means
strong agree and 1 means strongly disagree. Twenty-one questions were consisted of seven questions for
each hypothesis. Nonetheless, the hypotheses were omitted from respondents in order to avoid prejudice
from knowing what the topic of the questions is and prevent leading to certain answer.
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CHAPTER 5 RESULT
While the data from Questionnaire survey could be transformed into quantitative data, the data we
collected from interview, literature review, site and store visit, and product testing is qualitative data type.
5.1. Qualitative Data and Resources Analysis
From the in-depth interview, we could find data which is not revealed to public on media. As
mentioned in the second chapter, VRIO concept is the idea of internal assets that a company has. V
represents value which could be discussed together with our first hypothesis that talks about value. Each
company has different VRIO, but one thing they have in common is that they know well how to exploit
their competitive advantages. VRIO is the thing that company need to work on to have the right to possess.
Sure thing is that one would not simply acquire it without putting any effort or invest. At least you would
have to invest some resources, simply saying such as time. VRIO is dynamic, it can change and become
non advantage to you as time passes by. These eight family companies have clear understanding in what
are their strong assets and how to use them. I think when you realize what is the significant value of the
company, only then you can control it. It could be anything from your cutting-edge technology to skillful
human resources, or your strong branding. The crucial things are that you emphasize and practice this
value of yours until it become VRIO.
5.1.1. Toraya Confectionary Co., Ltd.
To say that Toraya is the most successful wagashi company in Japan may be it is not exaggerating
since Toraya has amazingly long history and even has shops in oversea.
a) Literature Review
Toraya was established in Kyoto in 1635, the latter period of Muromachi era by Enchuu Kurakawa. It was
purveyor to the imperial court of the emperor for some times. After Tokyo became the major city, Toraya
expanded to Tokyo and now has eighty shops all over the country. The current CEO is still from Kurakawa
family even though seventeen generations have passed. One of Toraya’s distinctive succession plan is that
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it will be handed down to single male successor, no matter how many siblings he has. It is important to
have every employee understand the shared value. Toraya has its employees join activities that will make
them understand company’s value such as working with suppliers. It is also better to have different kind of
people in the company as everyone in individual than to have only one certain kind of people. This make
company stronger. Company consists of people who always try their best. Mr. Kurakawa, the current CEO
wants to create a company that employees could make a decision on their own, being able to think.
However, it is difficult to train people to be able to think an analyze decision. Therefore, Toraya
encourages the honest and straightforward conversation, and not only superficial talk which is hollow and
useless. From the honest advice and suggestion, the company would prosper.
Heavy users or regular customers, it is hard to meet their expectations. The level of service might
increase in steps. He wants to expand the horizon of wagashi. In the past wagashi makers think only in
their own ways and not think about customers at all. For him, he tries to listen to customers’ request and
follow that without losing Toraya’s identity. For store outside Japan, Toraya has never adjusted taste or
appearance of wagashi to match westerners. The point is the effective communication which will make
them understand what it is and why wagashi has to be that way. So, they can appreciate the authentic
Japanese taste [47]-[49].
b) Product and Service Test
For Toraya, the store visit, product use are used to gather company’ essence as well. We visited at
least three different Toraya stores in Tokyo in every season to try all of its seasonal wagashi. Toraya’s
wagashi is both delicious and beautiful. It is impressive that they could bring out the story and taste of each
season, and convey through wagashi.
c) VRIO Analysis
Toraya’s key resources are numerous. Firstly, Toraya has accumulated the data of wagashi making
process dated back to Edo period. The deep knowledge of wagashi is concentrated and is evolved through
long time from generation to generation. Not only every generation inherited the knowhow and the legacy,
they add on some value to the company before passed it on to the next generation. This makes Toraya
strong and immune to the change of environment. The continuity of knowhow and craftsmanship ensure
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that it will be difficult for other competitors to imitate. I would say that it is the merit from having solid
rule of succession. There is no sibling partnership’s structure in Toraya. Having sole successor inherits
everything, Toraya could concentrate knowhow and information along with financial resources and
strengthen the company further more.
Toraya wish to have employee that could present himself as the true Toraya’ value and satisfy
customers. To have that kind of human resources, Toraya would need to train its employees. Toraya has
employees trained and helped suppliers to learn and understand company’s shared value. President
Kurokawa spends his time with them. When employees understand that value, they could analyze situation
and lead themselves to the right direction automatically. In the company, there are diversity in employees
and straightforward conversation is encouraged. They said it would enhance the output. Supplier like sugar
and red bean, are important for Toraya since Toraya selects only high quality ingredients to make refined
wagashi. However, suppliers are at risk of closure due to the high cost and complex process in production.
Toraya is aware of this threat and support them in sales and cultivation. This is an advance approach, thus,
Toraya earns strong connection with its suppliers.
From many years of servitude to shoguns, Toraya is perceived as superior product in the eyes of public.
With that Toraya wears that as its brand’s image and established itself as a high-end confectionary shop.
Every single store is Toraya’s because franchising is not in the policy. The company guarantee that the
quality of the products and service are controlled and consistent. Even when go global, Toraya would have
its own store, and not compromise in terms of the original taste. In order to create wagashi, Toraya
considers to propose delicate five senses experience to customers. Refined wagashi from Toraya needs to
be graceful in name, beautiful in appearance, nice in texture, sweet-scented, and of course delicious. It
successfully leverages its advantage that no competitor possesses.
After collected data from various sources, both from primary sources and secondary sources, we
match the data into VRIO framework for eight companies. Toraya Confectionary’s internal resources are
showed in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1. VRIO Analysis of Toraya Confectionary Co., Ltd.
VRIO Resource1 Resource2 Resource3 Resource4
Value Knowhow,
Craftsmanship
Motivated employees Quality supplier Association with
Shogunate
Rarity Quite rare Quite rare Quite rare Exceptionally rare
Imitability Costly to imitate Costly to imitate Costly to imitate Very difficult to
imitate








Luxury in brand’ s
image, No
franchise
5.1.2. Albion Co., Ltd.
Albion came from the same root with Kose Corporation, one of Japanese big three cosmetics
company. Mr. Kozaburo Kobayashi founded Kobayashi unlimited partnership, a cosmetics manufacturing
company seventy-three years ago in 1946. The sales department was split off to form Kose Shoji
Corporation first, and then Albion after ten years to target upper-class market.
a) Literature Review
Albion had separated itself completely from its mother company for more than sixty years.
Albion’s policy is in order to be successful, there are two choices to choose to implement. First is to
become an expert about what you do, gaining special knowledge. This way you can create exceptional
products. The other way is to cut the price and go for the low price. Albion chose the first way long time
ago. CEO said that to survive in this kind of economy and the trend of the world, competing with expertise
as a weapon is essential. So, if a company could generate to have hit products which can be sold in large
amount, it would surely live long. In terms of production, Albion pays attention to only two things.
1. Manufacturing
2. Customer Service.
The simple but important things is to please customer. How to please customers with luxury service and
products, if you yourself have not experience and understand what is luxury? Thus, CEO himself
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experienced in many kind of luxury goods and service. Not only him, but also the employees in the
company will have a chance to taste top-notch things. This way Albion could offer true luxury to
customers.
Long-tenure employees with rank manager and up may have their own success in the past, but
they must listen to new generation as well. They cannot use their own success and experience to judge
because the world constantly moves forward. Albion wants its products to be able to sell in the world’s
market, therefore it is essential to know the preference of young people who follow the trend. Company
must allow failure to happen since failure leads to new innovation. For Albion, it is high margin brand, so
it could invest its capital in research and allow failure trial. If not so, it would have problem in delivering
excellent products. The CEO calls this his internal resources that company [47].
b) In-depth Interviews
Luckily, for Albion, we had a chance to join a three-hour class which the third-generation CEO, Mr.
Shoichi Kobayashi, gave the presentation. Along with Albion sample products, at the end of the session,
there was Q&A for audiences. Here we could gather information which do not reveal to public. In terms of
family member working in company, Mr. Kobayashi’s sibling is working in Operation Department, and
separate from Mr. Kobayashi’s responsibility. He will not interfere Mr. Kobayashi who is the CEO of the
company in any issue.
c) Product and Service Test
At the end of the interview session, audiences are encouraged to try Albion’s product samples
which Albion’s crew bought to support the presentation. We could touch and try the products, and talk
with Albion staff about function and design. Some products’ packages are designed specially to reach the
level of luxuary. Store visit, and product use are used to receive first handed experience as a customer. We
visited Albion’ store in Department store in Tokyo to experience the service. We also try Albion’s milk
lotion and toner, and found that the products do give user fine impression. The texture and scent of the
product are pleasant. The result after using it for a week is satisfying.
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d) VRIO Analysis
Albion determine to be a superior cosmetic brand in Japan and hold onto the conviction steadfastly.
Along with positioning in high-end market, Albion invest in R&D to have best product in terms of
effectiveness. Albion offers customers new technology combined with luxury to serve their skin problem.
Because Albion has invested in R&D from the early age, right now it has deep knowledge about cosmetics’
technology. The product is only one part of its value chain, so the other thing they invest is people. Albion
really cares about creating its customers exceptional experience. Albion’ customer service is carefully
performed by well trained staff. Not only service skill, in Albion special program, these staff have to learn,
they must understand the term luxury in itself to be able to provide such luxury service to customers
Albion became an expertise in luxury cosmetics in every aspect from designing to manufacture, and to the
other end, service. Thus, long tenure employees play important part as Albion does invest in them a great
deal. If Albion have high turnover, the cost of training new staff will soar. Despite the job’s tenure,
employees are encouraged to listen to one another and communicate cross departments. Organization’s
culture allows young employees to raise their fresh opinion and allow staff to try without the fear of failure.
By that, the company could bring out the best from diverse generation and experience of its human
resources. Albion Co., Ltd’s internal resources are showed in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. VRIO Analysis of Albion Co., Ltd.
VRIO Resource1 Resource2
Value Innovation of cosmetics Long-tenure employees
Rarity Rare from being advance Quite rare
Imitability Costly to imitate Very difficult to imitate




5.1.3. Daiichi Orimono Co., Ltd.
Daiichi Orimono may be the youngest in terms of succession times, only two generations long, but
the company is the great example of revolution.
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a) In-depth Interviews
We had a conversation with the president, Ryuji Yoshioka who succeeded the business from his
father in the company in Fukui. At first Mr. Ryuji Yoshioka’s brother worked along with him in the
company, however, eventually, his brother decided to retire and have Mr. Ryuji responsible all of the
business. Daiichi Orimono has pursed the technology of high density fabric after it entered second
generation. At the time, textile manufacturers in Japan often in poor condition. The factory was usually
insanitary to work in, and those workers were exploited, and suffered from poor health. While other
Japanese textile manufacture hesitated to invest in upgrading factory and develop technology. Mr. Ryuji
Yoshioka, Daiichi Orimono’ CEO renovated the factory to a safe and healthier place for workers. We
could see that he values his employees. However, there was no market in Japan for such high quality
product that they differentiate themselves from other typical textile manufacturer. The CEO decided that
the only solution is to seek new market in oversea, despite the shortage of English speaking staff to support
the sales. His decision to go global made Daiichi Orimono become supplier of global luxury brand. In
Europe, high density fabric has value, whereas in Japan it does not.
b) Company Visit
We visited Daiichi Orimono’ factory and company in Fukui prefecture. We could get inside the
factory the working atmosphere of the company, observing employees during working hours and factory’s
condition. The factory is clean and light, different from typical textile factory. With enough light, the
factory is safe for workers.
c) Product and Service Test
Daiichi Orimono is the business to business company. Normally, we as the last customer in supply
chain would not be able to try the products unless through Daiichi Orimono’s client. During the company
visit and interview, we tried on some coats and jackets made from high density fabric customed for Prada.
The fabric is as thin and light as a paper. The texture is smooth, and paper-liked. it is totally different from




The technology of high density fabric is the key resource of this company, but with the
determination and flexible approach it could utilize the resource. It is time-consuming for other
competitors to imitate Daiichi Orimono’ high density fabric. Other thing that is worth mentions is how Mr.
Yoshioka treated his employees. He tries establish close relationship with his employees by spending time
with them besides working hours. He said it is how he preserve his long-tenure employees who hold the
knowhow about textile from life-long experience. Daiichi Orimono Co., Ltd’s internal resources are
showed in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3. VRIO Analysis of Daiichi Orimono Co., Ltd.
VRIO Resource1 Resource2
Value Knowhow of high density fabric Long-tenure employees
Rarity Rare from being advance Quite rare
Imitability Costly to imitate Very difficult to imitate
Organization Try pitch oversea market Interaction with employees to
establish good relationship
5.1.4. Shoyeido Incense Co., Ltd.
It is interesting to study how family company that produce product which is seldom use as incense
can survive and prosper.
a) Literature Review
Shoyeido was established in the time when incense culture was at its peak in Edo period.
Shoyeido has accumulated knowledge in incense manufacture for over three hundred years. However, as
the decline of incense users nowadays, incense companies are gradually reaching critical position.
Shoyeido tried to introduce incense usage in a new way and boost up the frequency of usage by trying to
make it a daily life product. Moreover, Shoyeido is a main sponsor for incense competition which people
express their impression toward fragrance. The event is the tool to preserve incense tradition and
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marketing campaign for both incense industry and the brand at the same time. We can see from Lisn,
Shoyeido’ sub brand, that it chooses to integrate incense tradition with modern life. There are many
different products that intent to infuse incense to your lifestyle [50].
b) In-depth Interviews
Just like Albion, the president of Shoyeido had a presentation, following with Q&A session in
Waseda, so we had a n opportunity to talk with him. Mr. Hata is the 12th president and his son is likely to
be the 13th. In terms of successor policy, there are other relatives working in the company, however, they
respect Mr. Hata as company’ s president and do not interfere with management job. Another thing we
asked him is his aspect on employees. He truly care about his employees’ opinion as they play major role
in manufacture the products.
c) Product and Service Test
We visited Shoyeido’ traditional store in Ginza and Lisn, its sub brand which targets young
generation. The layouts of two shops are distinctively different. The traditional style is classic Japanese
styles and give out Japanese impression, while Lisn is more modern and minimalism. Products in the two
shops are also different. In traditional style shop, products are various form of Japanese incense, whether
in pouch or cone shape. Lisn’s product has interesting presentation. Its products’ names are more
international and to attract young customers, they bind incense to new concept such as music note. This
make using incense become more enjoyable and fun. It is not incense for incense, but incense for daily life.
In the shop we could smell several incense which was burning, and they smelled calm. We also had a trail
of four basic incenses which in the set, received from Mr. Hata.
d) VRIO Analysis
Expand the target to new section by having new range of product or sub brand is the wise way to
exploit their knowhow to the fullest, and one would not simply be able to successfully do it without solid
ground of knowledge. Incense’s manufacture process requires special craftsmanship, long-tenure
employees are crucial to the company. It is time consuming to earn such craftsmanship, to train new
employees would also be costly. Thus, Shoyeido takes it serious when it comes to satisfactory of its
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employees to ensure the loyalty of them who hold centuries-long knowledge. Shoyeido does have the next-
successor to be who is the first son of the 12th president, however, it is flexible to change. Mr. Hata said
that they need to put employees’ opinion into consideration, if they see his son as qualified, then his son
will inherit the company. Nonetheless, currently his son is working in Shoyeido and preparing himself to
run the company. The organization as well promotes the usage of product by holding incense event every
year to carry on idea of product in customer’ mind. Shoyeido Incense’s internal resources are showed in
Table 5.4.
Table 5.4. VRIO Analysis of Shoyeido Incense Co., Ltd.
VRIO Resource1 Resource2
Value Knowhow, craftsmanship Long-tenure employees
Rarity Quite rare Quite rare
Imitability Costly to imitate Very difficult to imitate
Organization Retain employees’ loyalty,
found sub brand, Incense
competition
Listen to employees opinion
5.1.5. Italthai Group
Italthai Group is one of conglomerate in Thailand. Their business’s industry scope are trading,
construction, real estate, and hospitality.
a) Literature Review
Italthai was established by grandfather of current CEO, and an Italian businessman. Originally, Mr.
Chaiyuth Karnasuta who was a doctor, inherited rice mill, and ice factory from his family after World War
II. He expanded the business to other provinces and built new factory for food processing manufacture,
using modern machine from Denmark which was quite advance for Thailand at the time. Mr. Chaiyuth and
Giorgio Berlingieri formed Italthai industrial in 1955, a company which import industrial machinery from
oversea. Later they expanded to trading, and construction. After Mr. Berlingieri passed away in 1981, Mr.
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Chaiyuth bought all the share back. In the second generation, the key family members who is the son in
law of the founder suddenly passed away in the unexpected incident in 2003 [51].
b) Company Visit and In-depth Interviews
We conduct the interview with Mr. Yuthachai Charanachitta inside the company’s head quater.
From the grave incident mentioned in literature review, Mr. Yuthachai resigned from his job and came
back to take care of the company as the third generation at the age of twenty-four at that time, while his
mother remains as chairman. We had a great opportunity to have a deep interview with Mr. Yuthachai
Charanachitta, the third generation and his CFO and how they made Italthai Group even greater. He said
that as a family company, they could not stop growing. Even it is such a great burden, but he believes that
if a company stop growing, it will gradually go to regression. It is the reason why Italthai’ business is in
different industries. Italthai realizes its big kingdom require professional to take care of it. Their policy is
not having the-in-laws involving in the business at all cost to avoid complicated issue that might follow
from the clash. His two younger sisters are working in the company, but not in management team. One is
in law department and the other one is taking care of pastry shops. The family have recruited suitable
professionals to take charge in the specific field. They are willing to invest in order to obtain talented
professionals. Because the current successor is aware of his inadequate knowledge and experience, so he
values what these professionals could bring to the business. By putting the right man on the right job, and
delegate authority and trust to their skill, they could save time and cost from mistake that could happen
from their lack of knowhow.
c) Product and Service Test
As mentioned that Italthai Group has a wide range of industry scope, we were able to try the
product and service in some of industries which are hospitality, and lifestyle. Oriental Mandarin Hotel, the
best five-star hotel in Thailand is under Italthai Group. We tried its dining lounge, fine bakery and dessert,
and even attended an event holding in this legendary hotel. Despite not staying the night, we could obtain
service in the hotel. Everything in the hotel expresses superior in quality and service. We tried its other
products in non-alcohol beverage industries, both its own brand and franchise from abroad. Their product
and service are different from general players in the market in the better way.
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d) VRIO Analysis
Mr. Yuthachai stated clearly that he seek competent professional, and he himself could not
possess competency and skill which are required in every industry the company expands to. It means that
his strategy is to have professionals take care in the area where he lacks of skill. Despite possess valuable
human resources is not enough, organization’s culture must allow comfortable environment for
professionals to voice their opinions. The relationship is not order and order taker but rather owner and
professionals. From the interview, they claim that the communication between the CEO who is family
member and professionals always takes place because communication is necessary in work and in retain
talented employees. The CEO listens to what advice his employees would give. It is of course not easy to
attract competent resources to work, let alone retain them for long tenure. The solid infrastructure and clear
career path are fundamental elements you would need to make clear for such enormous conglomerate. It is
because Italthai Group can utilize its resources to the fullest that engender the company to grow even
greater and stronger. Their golden rules are: employees are happy and get reward, they deserve. Customers
receive what they expect. Shareholders get dividend. Italthai Group’s internal resources are showed in
Table 5.5.




Imitability Costly to imitate
Organization Organization’s culture of listening
5.1.6. Srichand Saha Osot Co., Ltd.
Once was a disappearing brand, but the current CEO could save this legendary brand from the
crisis. The reason that Srichand Saha Osot is the interesting example is that it could resurrect from the
dying state, proving it is a study case which worth examine.
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a) Literature Review
There are abundant of information about Srichand Saha Osot and Mr. Ravit, the CEO such as
articles (which some were written by the man himself) or his interview’s video clips [52]-[54]. Firstly,
Srichand’ founder was the owner of drugstore. Later he bought the formula of face mask powder from a
famous doctor. This Shichand’ mask powder was sold all over Thailand, distributors were mostly groceries.
Srichand was known as a cosmeceutical product only from this single product. As time goes by, new
cosmeceutical brands roll in from abroad to Thai market. Srichand’ obsolete working system hindranced it
from entering modern trade like supermarket or department store, Srichand was gotten behind other
players in the market. Young generations who have more options did not consider to use Srichand’ mask
powder, and many were not aware of the brand’s existence, either from its not stylish package or from the
low level of exposure to the band. When Mr. Ravit wanted to save this family’s business from closure
because he knew that if the family let thing go on, the last day of Srichand will soon arrive, so he
volunteered to run the company from his uncle. The first thing that Mr. Ravit did was patch up internal
system of the company which had been manual style. He introduced technology and computer program to
help manage data. With this up-to-date and systematic working process enabled Srichand to move to the
next step which is sales boosting. had tried a large amount of marketing campaign during early years such
as having brand’s ambassador and TV commercial. He found out that those marketing attempt could raise
the sales, but only for temporary because they are superficial and brand’s essence had not been conveyed.
Mr. Ravit reconsidered what is the brand’s essence and decided to ask R&D team to research for the best
powder they could make regardless of the cost. With the concept that this powder has to bear similar
quality with counter brand’s, and in the blind test, no one could tell the different. By such ambitious dream,
R&D had spent two years in research and finally Srichand transluscent face powder, the new product was
born. The ingredients are the best, they could manufacture with the affordable price for customers. With
matching marketing campaign supported the launch of new product, Srichand successfully gained brand’s
awareness from young generation. By understanding its own mission, Srichand could turn the table around
from its critical situation, and could change its brand’s image which was cheap, old brand to premium tier.
Currently the brand is working on entering stock market. Srichand still keeps its pharmacy business, and
distributor of chemical from oversea.
b) Product and Service Test
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We visited various department stores and drug stores which have Srichand’s counter since the
brand does not have its own brick and mortar store. There, we could see and try a wide product range
from tester. What we noticed from the action is the actual quality of the product along with packaging
design which really give the impression of pleasure to user. The packages are in vivid colors and some got
the Disney’s patent and have Disney character on them. Also, we used the iconic product, translucent face
powder as a base makeup for one week to put ourselves in customer’s shoe. The product does what it is
expected to do from the brand’s claim. I am relatively satisfied with the product, considering the price.
c) VRIO Analysis
Srichand Saha Osot started from being anti-acne mask powder. The brand is trustworthy because
the product does what it claims and the price is affordable. The problem emerged from the brand’s image
which could not seek new generation as customer’s base. That means that with the disappear of current
customers who are becoming to elderly, the brand would not survive. New CEO who is the 4th generation
was aware that the brand was at risk of getting forgotten. He decided to rebrand the brand’s image.
However, he did not abandon their old product, or change the name to make it more modern. Srichand
invested in R&D a great amount to develop new product in the scope of the beauty industry. The CEO
prioritize the quality of product to earn new and young customers. They did several marketing campaigns
to narrate the target of the brand’s essence. With the brand’s good reputation combined with new high
quality product and marketing attempt, Srichand successfully gained itself new generation’s attention and
seized more market share. The other important action is reforming the company’s internal system. Besides,
introducing technology in work, the CEO ensure that his employees share common goal which is the
mission of the company. His concept is that every position and job in the company relate to one another.
Despite performing different tasks, everyone carries out his or her job as an important piece to complete
the mission and achieve company`s goal. Also, in this company, the communication among employees is
referred as sharing valuable data and knowledge that could be used to develop the enterprise. Srichand’s
internal resources are showed in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6. VRIO Analysis of Srichand Saha Osot Co., Ltd.
VRIO Resource1 Resource2
Value Brand’ s good reputation for 80 years Long-tenure employees
Rarity Quite rare Quite rare
Imitability Very difficult to imitate Very difficult to imitate





5.1.7. Lhao Lhao Restaurant
Lhao Lhao restaurant which has three hundred seats in its three stories building in Bangkok is known
for its delicious taste with low price. Because Lhao Lhao restaurant is small-sized private company, there
is no secondary information about it. The only way of obtaining data is from the family, employees, or
customers directly.
a) In-depth Interviews
We interviewed one of the second generation inside the restaurant so we could observe the
working atmosphere and customers along with tasting the authentic food. The mother of founder of Lhao
Lhao restaurant once worked in the royal kitchen of Chinese imperial palace during Qing dynasty. She
attained recipe and experience of Chinese cuisine. She immigrated to Thailand, and later her daughter
decided to opens a restaurant in Bangkok called Lhao Lhao. The founder and her husband had their
children help out in the restaurant on a daily basis. They learnt everything from cooking to service. They
could train the new ones. The founder and her husband retired in 2000 and let their children run the
restaurant. Currently, six family members (five siblings and one daughter in law), take turn taking care of
restaurants seven days a week. In second generation, they started using technology such as computer and
improve restaurant’s layout. There is no specific successor as preceding generation leaves it to children to
decide their own future. We also collected the data about its employees’ tenure and welfare.
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b) Company Visit and Product and Service Test
Whiling interviewing, we had a chance to interact with Lhao Lhao’s employees and see them at
work. Also, we had a brief talk with one of Lhao Lhao’s regular customers. We could catch the friendly
atmosphere between agents in the restaurant, the owner, employees, and customers. Every employee is
energetic to give his service. Moreover, the employees in restaurant are treated like family members. After
the interview ended, we tried some famous dishes to confirm that the taste was delicious and the name it
got serve it right.
c) VRIO Analysis
From time to time, competitors emerge in the area to compete with Lhao Lhao, however, they
could not imitate the taste of cuisine in Lhao Lhao. That is why customers keep coming back to Lhao Lhao
and its original taste from China. Their special recipe is the strong internal resource of Lhao Lhao
restaurant. Another internal resource of Lhao Lhao is its energetic employees. Most of workers in this kind
of restaurants are immigrant from neighboring countries, the turnover rate is high, we will not normally see
long-tenure worker in this industry, despite the fact Lhao Lhao is able to preserve its employees for longer
time, many of its workers works for more than ten years. Also, unlike waiters in this tier of restaurants,
Lhao Lhao’ staff are devoted and friendly, and giving better service. The reason they have motivated staff
is Lhao Lhao treats its employees well, they perceive their employees not as merely replaceable human
resource. So, the family is willing to invest in them. Besides rooms and food every day, above that is
attention from the owners. They always communicate with them and assign them in the position they are
interested to perform. Lhao Lhao treats them like friends or family rather like employees. Because one of
restaurant element is service, mindful staff is essential for customer to receive good experience. The
second generation all grew up in restaurant and are accustomed to its environment. Because of that, they
know every detail and process in running this restaurant from the time they helped their parents, the
resignation of workers would not bother much since all the necessary information is within the family.
They could train new worker by themselves if employees to resign abruptly. Lhao Lhao restaurant’s
internal resources are showed in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7. VRIO Analysis of Lhao Lhao restaurant
VRIO Resource1 Resource2




Rarity Such recipe is difficult to obtain in Thailand In this industry, it is rare
Imitability Very difficult to imitate Costly to imitate
Organization Keep knowledge within family Provide employees with
attention
5.1.8. Kalapapreuk Restaurant
Kalapapreuk Restaurant can be categorized as authentic Thai dining. The restaurant appears in
television program from time to time, but it never loses its sense of classic.
a) Literature Review
All the literature reviews were from articles and interview’s video clips [55],[56] because
Kalapapreuk is comparatively well-known restaurant, there are some sources that already talked about the
restaurant. Quite similar to Lhao Lhao restaurant, Kalapapreuk restaurant’s founder had some association
with the royal. In this case, the founder was a member of Thai royal family. The recipes are recipe that are
normally cooked and served within their family. It started when Lady Duchaneerat Rachanee, His Serence
Highness’s spouse, wanted to open restaurant, targeting office workers in the area, and they had available
building in the premise to renovate into a restaurant. Lady Duchaneerat served her customers home-made
dish, the same thing that she served her family. The third generation, Mrs. Padaree Boonnak who was
brought up in the restaurant area, worked as a fashiondesigner for some times before inherited the
restaurant. She added new restaurant service such as catering to the business.
b) Product and Service Test
We did not interview Kalapapreuk restaurant, but did the product testing by dining in the
restaurant for many times. I have come to this family restaurant since I was young. The taste and menu
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have never been changed. The savor of the food is exceptional and their effort and delicacy in cooking
process reflect in the food they serve through the delicious taste. From what we can observe, there is quite
a number of long-tenure employees and regular customers who are loyal to the food and service here.
What make customers like about the main restaurant is it is near sky train station and it has vast space of
free parking lot. It is convenient for customers in the city which people using cars on a daily basis, while in
other branches are easy to access by sky train.
c) VRIO Analysis
The home-made style cooking is the strength of Kalapapreuk. Customers appreciate their royal
recipe and slow cooking process which guarantee satisfying taste. They use instant of ready to cook
ingredients as less as possible, and use in-house curry paste. They take quality control seriously to ensure
that customers would be able to enjoy the delicious taste even in their outdoor catering service. They never
remove any dish from the menu, only add more to make sure that loyal customers would be able to enjoy
their favorite menu. Kalapapreuk locates near the heart of the city, but its tranquil atmosphere comes from
a beautiful historic building (which was a palace), big shady tree, and its own parking spaces. These land
and building are premises inherited from their ancestors, so the current owner is spared from rental
payment which would be relatively high for such vast land in the bustling district of Bangkok.
Kalapapreuk leverages the good location that they possess which I would say that it is rare to have your
own sizable land in that area. According to its location Kalapapreuk restaurant is easy to access, and have
regular customers, so that it could afford new branches. Every employee who has worked since the time of
the founder which is over forty years, still work in the restaurant. I would say that it is a very rare case.
Stewardship agents could lighten the burden of the owner as they know what to do to complete the mission.
Mrs. Padaree claims that because they take care of them like a family that her family can keep them this
long. Kalapapreuk restaurant’s internal resources are showed in Table 5.8.
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Table 5.8. VRIO Analysis of Kalapapreuk restaurant
VRIO Resource1 Resource2 Resource3






Rarity Exclusive recipe Land is limited Quite rare
Imitability Very difficult to
imitate
Costly to imitate vVery difficult to
imitate











5.1.9 Summary of Internal Resources of case study
Intangible asset which eight case study companies have in common could be categorized in three
groups.
1. Knowledge: Every companies of eight companies possess deep knowledge in their production
and management in the firm of technology, techniques, or patent. These family companies have
accumulated know how in what they do and passed them down from generation to generation. In
the case of company that did not possess adequate knowledge from preceding generations, they
would hunt down from other sources such as recruit experienced team and ensure that they have
what is necessary in hand. Five companies insist in pursuing superiority incessantly, and result in
possessing topnotch technology which become their core competency.
2. Steadfast Objective: With steadfast mind, six out of eight companies focus on companies’
mission. They are conscious of their goal and work on the mean to reach that goal. In completing
their mission, they give out message to customers and concentrating their brand’s image.
Customers are able to see clearly what are values they could expect to receive from them. Some
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are missions that they hold onto since early generations, while some revised the companies’ core
value. However, it is not the time that matter, but it is the concentration of the commitment.
3. Human Resources: it seems that these companies’ strength relies on their human resource as well.
They own experienced team who is willing to devote to the organization. In order to own this
VRIO, much in evidences, six companies have invested in their employees from the start in the
structural form like those of training, and benefit and welfare, or casual form of interpersonal
communication. Several companies in case studies provide their employees with promising
welfare which relatively high standard than average companies would provide. This indicates that
they do truly care for the wellbeing of their employees. For example, they introduce nursery for
employees’ children or fitness. Human resources are the force that carry out company’s mission,
hence another issue is human resource management. They realize that it is important to have
employees being on the same page about what company is trying to offer to the customers and it
is management team’s responsibility to realize what skill they have in their house or missing, and
put the right man to the right position, so they can make use of those skills productively.
Data of eight family companies, from those methodologies were analyzed and summarized
matching to our three hypotheses. The selected family companies’ results are in Table 5.9
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1. Toraya Confectionary Co., Ltd. ○ ◎ ○ 
2. Albion Co., Ltd. ○  ○ 
3. Daiichi Orimono Co., Ltd.  ○ ○ 
4. Shoyeido Incense Co., Ltd. ○ ○ ◎
5. Italthai Group  ○ ○ 
6. Srichand Saha Osot Co., Ltd.  ○ 
7. Lhao Lhao Restaurant   ○ 
8. Kalapapreuk Restaurant ◎ ○ ◎
◎ represents The statement is absolutely supported
 represents The statement is generally supported
 represents The statement is partially supported
 represents The statement is totally unsupported
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5.2. Quantitative Data
From the Questionnaire survey, we could understand the perception of people towards family
companies in each country regarding of three topics of hypotheses.
The first topic is about company’s value. Thai informants have positive perception towards family
companies as their customers, but not as non-family employees as we could see from the third topic. What
is interesting is that both Japanese and Thai customers highly expect family companies to preserve the
value the companies offer to customers, 79.2% among Japanese and 59.1% among Thais. However, from
another question in the set, were the change is to happen, there is still a chance that these respondents
would still be the customers. The following tables are the summary of the result.
Table 5.10. presents the perception of customers that relates to our H1: Keeping delivering its
legacy which established since the business was founded is positively related to the longevity of
family company.
Table 5.10. Positive perception towards family company regarding of value and image
Topic : Value Japanese Respondents Thai Respondents
Likert Scale




Strongly disagree 3.2% 3.3%
Total 100% 100%
For the second topic, about being a part of family business as an heir, informants in both countries
agree that as a family member, one should commit to his/her family business, despite family relationship
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that sometimes could intervene with the business or unfair compensation. Japanese respondents seem to be
aware of unfair compensation and agree on having the business given to one successor, while Thai
respondents are more positive on the terms. Nonetheless, in conclusion, in general people do not have
particular perception towards working with their families in family businesses because there is almost the
same percentage for agree (strongly agree and agree), neutral, and disagree (disagree and strongly
disagree). The following table is the summary of the result regarding this topic.
Table 5.11. presents the perception of customers that relates to our H2: One single successor is
positively related to the longevity of family company, it does not mean that we would push other family
members out of the business entirely.
Table 5.11. Positive perception towards working with family in family company
Topic : Working with family Japanese Respondents Thai Respondents
Likert Scale




Strongly disagree 13.6% 10.4%
Total 100% 100%
The last hypothesis is about being non-family employee. In both countries, respondents perceive
that there are some differences between family company and other kinds of ownership company. They feel
reluctant and do not desire to work in family company as a non-family employee because they doubt about
their career path and growth, including working process in such a company, even though they admit that
employees are treated better and work’s tenure is somewhat longer. The difference between Thai
respondents and Japanese respondents is only that Thai employees would prefer to be treated like family
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members from employer, whereas Japanese would say such treatment is unnecessary. The following table
is the summary of the result regarding this topic.
Table 5.12. presents the perception of customers that relates to our H3: Long tenure human
resources (employees) is positively related to the longevity of family company.
Table 5.12. Positive perception towards working in family company as a non-family employee
Topic : non-family employee Japanese Respondents Thai Respondents
Likert Scale




Strongly disagree 12.9% 10.5%
Total 100% 100%
5.3. Hypothesis Verification
5.3.1. The Verification of Hypothesis1
H1: Keeping delivering its legacy which established since the business was founded is positively
related to the longevity of family company.
The first hypothesis about values and legacy, from the data we could collect from in-depth
interview and secondary sources such as articles or companies’ websites, we found that almost half of the
eight companies decided to change their values. Thus, it is not necessary for family companies to continue
or keep their legacy to be successful. The value is dynamic and could be adapted and developed from
generation to generation. However, some of the companies decide to stick to their legacy because their
strength is their old brands that full with history. Even though it is difficult during the time of value
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changing due to many issues that companies need to cover, three out of eight companies had proved that
their new values offered to customers are the right decision. Their values normally relate to their old values
and industry. Only one family company from the case studies has expanded to totally new industries.
While in the customers’ opinion, they tend to cope with change more poorly. So we can conclude that
customers simply do not favor the idea of change.
We could not get enough support from the data collected for this hypothesis. Thus, H1: Keeping
delivering its legacy which established since the business was founded is positively related to the longevity
of family company, could not be verified.
5.3.2. The Verification of Hypothesis2
H2: One single successor is positively related to the longevity of family company
From eight family companies, seven companies separate the task distinctly among family
members which means that despite working in the same company, family members would less likely to
collide with one another in work. Among eight companies we study in this paper, most of the patterns of
work’s division is that one sibling is the CEO and other siblings work in departments such as Law or
Operational management. The other prominent pattern is only one family member works as a single
successor of the company such as Toraya Confectionary and Srichand Saha Osot. Whereas only one
company from eight companies entwines siblings to work together on the daily basis. The data from
Questionnaire survey, Japanese people tend to agree on the act of giving business to only one successor
more than Thais do. Thai informants did not give clear answer on this issue. Thus, the data from the
Questionnaire survey should be used for other references. Thus, Hypothesis 2, One single successor is
positively related to the longevity of family company, is verified because seven out of eight companies
have only one distinctive successor.
5.3.3. The Verification of Hypothesis3
H3: Long tenure human resources (employees) is positively related to the longevity of family company
According to the data, every company we interviewed admits to the importance of employees and
of course long tenure employees are even more significant. Because a successor who takes role and
position from preceding generation may have not accumulate sufficient knowledge yet, long tenure
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employees could guide him or her or become mentor for the time being. They value long tenure employees
for their solid experience and knowledge. Over all in case studies, seven out of eight prominently support
and state the importance of long tenure employees, and two companies have partially positive concept in
this issue. From the Questionnaire survey, even though respondents, opinion are scattered about being a
non-family employee, the result is positive in the better treatment in family company compare to other
type ownership company. Thus, Hypothesis 3, Long tenure human resources (employees) is positively
related to the longevity of family company, is verified because seven out of eight companies insist in the
role of long tenure human resources in the organizations.
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CHAPTER 6 RESULT DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we will discuss how we could adapt what we found to the practice in the
organization.
6.1 Result Discussion
Regarding on H1: Keeping delivering its legacy which established since the business was founded
is positively related to the longevity of family company. Even though this factor could not have been
verified based on our data, I would like to highlight again what Daiichi Orimono did, the company
changed its core value from typical textile factory whose customers are locals to factory that pursue
exceptional quality. Hence, their customer target changed and they successfully attract global luxury
brands as a superb supplier. I also notice from the interview and literature reviews of eight case study
companies that these companies could adapt themselves in changing business environment. As we know
that technology is on the run and the market becomes more dynamic. Even though adaptation sometimes
means driving away from your core value, it is necessary for survival. Management’s point of view toward
changing business environment should be kept checking that it is in the position of opening to possibility
of change. The golden rule of survival is able to adapt to the environment. When the change is unavoidable,
we do not need to abide to same old value. We could seek new customers who are on the same page with
us. For the company that is willing to change, sometimes change could come in the form of expanding
product range or industry that somehow the family could still integrate their passing knowledge [57],[58].
Regarding on H2: One single successor is positively related to the longevity of family company, it
does not mean that we would push other family members out of the business entirely. As we are aware
from the three circles theory, in family enterprise, there are different types of agent. Harry Levinson
mentioned in his article “Conflicts That Plague Family Business”, conflicts among family members could
become complicated and complex to solve, given that there are various roles entwined. Harry suggested
family in family business to have professional management as a real solution. Professional management
which he made clear is the third person who could act as intermediary. Harry Levinson also suggested
family members to avoid the overlap roles in the firm. For example, one should be a board, while the other
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is an operating executive, so their authority would not crash with the other’s authority [59]. Just like what
Italthai Group is doing, having one sibling as a CEO, while other siblings work in departments. They also
headhunted competent professionals to the company. This professionals, aside from her hard skill which is
strong, she also an intermediary because she is not a family member. Thus, she has the perspective of
outsider with could have less partial inclination, and could give sensible advice or recheck on the fairness
that could be omitted by so-called family relationship. However, sometimes the intermediary may be bias
as well, as the intermediary is human being after all, and that means he or she has different relationship
towards different people, or they could not give an honest opinion in order to favor the one who pay their
salary. Another thing that we should not overlook is that to continue the company as a private enterprise of
the family, business succession process is ideal. Joachim Schwass, the author of Wise Growth Strategies in
Leading Family Business, suggested that the successor should have work experience outside of his or her
family company. This is the pattern that we found in current president or CEO of case study eight
companies. Most of all had worked in other companies, many are Bank or financial firms. There, potential
successor could grow as a person. From new and different angles, they gain better general understanding
of business world. Even from unrelated industry would help expand the horizon and stimulate their
creativity.
Regarding on H3: Long tenure human resources (employees) is positively related to the longevity
of family company. The hypothesis was verified from our data. Since long tenure employees play
important roles in family companies, there are some points that family members should ensure to go
through. Christian Carlsson and Besmir Duraku in Motivation with a Family Business said that because
level of salary is not the only motivation for non-family employees, employees that were interviewed in
their paper mentioned other factors as well for example, the challenge in the work. Surprisingly, there are
many different in the main reason of motivation in non-family member employees such as working’s
challenge, but the major motivator is not financial factor. Some employees prefer family company rather
than general company due to the organization’s culture. They claim that culture and working process are
more flexible and that allow working or decision process to be more effective when it is not destined by
rigid structure [36]. However, that would only be the case of small to middle sized family companies.
Large family companies do have solid structure and fixed hierarchy. Family company should regard this
character as its strong point, and use it to keep employees’ morale. Clear and transparent career path is
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highly recommended as non-family employees instantly concern about their possible promotion. They are
well aware that management team many if not most are preserved for family members. It is crucial to
ensure fairness and reward to keep employees satisfied. Here, management such as CEO would need to
reflect which approach based on agency theory and stewardship agency. I would like to mention agency
theory or stewardship agency again. What is significant essence from these two theories is that both
principal and agent should share the same choice, whether it is agency theory path or stewardship path. If
two parties choose differently, their expectation will be opposite with treatment they receive in reality from
the other party. For example, if an agent is not a steward agent, but principal’s behavior is in stewardship
theory, the principal will be betrayed because he delegates that employee authority and lessen the control.
However, we need to keep in mind that in one organization both theories could exist at the same time
because there are more than one principal and more than one agent in the company, and it is impossible to
have one certain kind of relationship towards everyone. When it comes to human, communication is
indispensable. According to the book, The Living Company: Growth, Learning and Longevity in Business,
long-lived company regardless of ownership type, solidarity in organization is highly valued. Not only
among employees, but they imply to the whole value chain of the business [60]. (This quite aligns with
stewardship theory’s concept that collectivism approach is one of a characteristic in stewardship
relationship.) The only way to have everyone on the same page is through effective communication. It is
recommended to interact with employees more, including other parties in the enterprise, and ensure that
you do convey your value and mission.
6.2. Conclusion
This paper adds to existing research by bridging extension factors of family company’s
management and business’s longevity. From the result and hypothesis verification, we could see some
significant traits which family company should have. We need to bear it in mind that each verified factor
in this paper does not stand alone as a single factor that guarantee longevity of family business. They
might need to be combined those factors together to generate longevity’s condition in family companies.
Nonetheless, it could not be concluded that having those verified factors alone would guarantee the
longevity of family company. The verified factors from the hypotheses in this paper may not be the only
factors which contribute family company the longevity and prosperity. The result is the guideline
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suggesting what elements family companies should pay attention to. Another thing that is worth mention is
the ability to identify one’ strength. Most people would try to identify and mitigate their weakness by
imitating others or rivals. Actually, to know the strength of oneself, and improve on it is more time-worthy
because normally it takes quite a long time to improve the skill one is not good at, and even longer to
become good at it. Thus, to understand the strength of organization is crucial, so we can work on it and
getting better and better. We can see that many companies in this paper understand their strong points and
successfully leverage those points to their favor. We live in the world of perpetual change, and it seems
like the change is coming fast and dramatically as time goes by. The company and family who could
respond to changes and adapt fast, or who could even foresee the tendency and advance their approach
with internal resources they got in hands would likely to prolong their time.
Lastly, longevity is not the end in itself, we must not forget that the so-called good business is the
one that generate honest profit, and for family business, it must not forget other agents that relate in the
scope and the unique characteristic of such organization itself.
6.3. Limitation
There are some limitations in conducting the research. As this paper studies Japanese
and Thailand’s family companies, there is limitation due to the different of language. When
interviewing Japanese CEO, we had Japanese interpreter asking questions and translated
answers. Words and meanings are selected by interpreter and may not be exactly the same
with original intention. Secondly, we had limited time to interview CEO whom we could
arrange to meet only some of them. We could not arrange meeting to interview every CEO in
the case studies, thus we collect data from secondary sources which may not be official data
from the companies. Lastly, we studied only eight Japanese and Thailand family companies,
it may not be enough to conclude as there is possibility of other variables needed to be put
into account for the further study.
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*all participants, answer from the aspects of customers or employees.
Technical term
Family Business in this context means all companies that are owned by certain family more
than 50% of ownership. (from middle size to big enterprise)









Please rate your level of agreement to the following statement from strongly agree, agree,
neutral, disagree, and strongly disagree.
In your point of view, Family companies are…..in comparison to other public companies
1. hold good image.
2. stay true to the value that it offers
3. You want to buy service or products.
4. take care of customers better.
5. control products and service quality
6. Carry on value and image since establishment.
7. change the value offered, you would not trade with them.
In your point of view, Family relationship in family companies are…in comparison to
relationship among colleagues in other public companies
1. you would work better, working with your family.
2. conflict in work between family members is harder to solve.
3. could distribute fair reward to each family member.
4. take care and run family business together.
5. not hinder work, or become problem in running company.
6. should be given to only one successor.
7. Advantage rather than disadvantage in running company.
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In your point of view, Family companies …in comparison to other public companies
1. preferable to work in family business.
2. There is not much different
3. provide you reasonable career paths.
4. care for their employees.
5. employees work effectively
6. employees tend to work longer years.
7. prefer employer to treat you like family
